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THE CLIMAX - OCTOBER 1962

Clear and. dry wap the rule for October with coronal sky 
tine at an amazing 55$* This is by far the highest per
centage since these monthly figures have been computed • 
for about three years now* About three-fourths of this 
sky was class T and II. Activity was low for the month - 
the sun is generally very quiet these days.
Surveys were obtained on about two-thirds of the days with 
the coronagraph* Three Iron Series were shot - one good, 
one partial, and one no good. A set of good I! & K spicules 
was obtained along with a try on *+078 spicules that showed 
nothing. Four Long Prominence programs were attempted, 
and three were goo#. Both a Fine Grain gr?en and a Fine 
Grain red survey were shot - this program has been adopted 
for the routine daily surveys when time permits, which 
means mainly that the routine surveys are shot on a finer 
grain film* Two Barium Series were shot with one turning 
out to show the elusive Barium lines and one showing nothing. 
Some more test inf* was done on the 5303-533.7 program, and 
finally the eruptive prominence program was attempted a^ain 
with nothing showing Interest.
The flare patrol operated well during the month. Tests 
were run on a bigger imaĝ e - 15mm was found to be the maximum 
attainable on the frame with any space to spare for the limb. 
Prints made of these shots and comparison shots of the 10mm 
image immediately after indicate that for conditions of 
fair to poor seeing the larger image does not resolve any 
more than the regular small image. More tests have been 
shot comparing the two image sizes on good seeing - these 
have not been printed and enlarged as get. Dakota Microfilm 
in Denver has provided us with three new emulsions that are 
beinf marketed under their label (the film is manufactured 
by DuPont, T believe) for testing in om* flare patrol. The 
tests have been made and the film sent in to Dakota for 
processing, but we have not gotten them back yet. ^here 
is a faint hope that one of the emulsions might be faster 
than the Duplopan Rapid ky a little and still have as good 
grain qualities.
The image tube was taken down to Boulder about the middle 
of the month for slight modification to make possible the 
installation of a new double length tube. This tube (not 
to be confused with a two-stage tube) gives improved 
resolution according to early bench tests in Boulder* In 
addition plans are under way to replace the relay lens with 
one of superior quality* The tube should be back in use at 
Climax this week*
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During October some slitless spectra was shot on prominences 
in the lines of H ^ ,  , and D-,. This was suggested by 
Dick Hansen - he had done some work with this technique a 
number of years ago when at Climax# We simply place a very 
wide slit in the spectrograph (of the order of 1/8 or 1A  
inch or wider), and photograph a strong prominence emission 
line with a good prominence showing. The results are Inter
esting and a little puszeling - at times we see good fraun- 
hoffer lines on this spectra. This Is apparently due to 
poor seeing throwing a thin ring of light beyond the edge 
of the occulting disk from the lower chromoshhere or photo
sphere. We had hoped that this technique could be used for 
a more accurate focus t«st on the spectrograph, but so far 
the results are not very sharp. Another interesting appli
cation will be to observe the 10830 helium line in a prom
inence, when the Image tube returns,for a comparison of 
prominence structure In this seldom observed line with the 
standard flare patrol pictures.
The Gevaert people (who supply the Duplopan Rapid film for 
the flare patrol) are providing us with samples of some of 
their other spectrographic emulsions for testing from time 
to time. So far they have sent two types - 39C56 and 3?C^0
- that are both blue sensitive films. We have tested these 
films in the 5 inch spectrograph and found them to be much 
slower than the Kodak Dlus-X• We have not made a grain 
comparison on the films, however. Gevaert does make a 
limited number of sp^ctrographlc emulsions (not nearly the 
varietyKodak has)* but only these two have become available 
in Denver so far.
The principal optical installation and alignment of the 16 
inch coronagraph was completed during October, and there is 
now a nice warm, roughly 3 inch diameter image of the sun 
available In the spectrograph room. Many more tests are 
needed before this Image will be ready to be observed very 
well. There have been problems noted already with keeping 
the optical elements clean; shifting of the focus during 
the first hour of operation (about 3 inches, roughly) due 
to heating,apparently5 poor seeing (this may or may not be 
in the telescope). Further tests are needed on the source 
of the focus shift, as w?&l as the quality of the light 
trap at the occulting disk (untried as y^t), and a number 
of other various things. Farly photographic work will prob
ably be to observe the disk, or rather a portion of It,* 
with the Halle filter. A. mount has been made for the Halle 
and an Acme camera, and indeed the Halle is mounted now.
The final stages of putting the K-Coronameter back into 
operation have been reached, and Chris and Charlie will be 
up early in November to crank It up (It went into operation 
today - 5 Nov.). It will be operated whenever possible at 
Climax this winter, and then in the spring it will be re
moved to Boulder for repair and modification prior to going 
to Hawaii with Dick Hansen in June. It should be pointed 
out that it Is quite impossible for the coronameter and the
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16 inch coronagraph to operate simultaneously since the 16 inch 
will normally be operating somewhere off the center of the sun. 
Since it is an cn-axis instrument, this will be accomplished by 
altering the guiding slightly thus miscentering the coronameter
- which instrument cannot tolerate any miscentering.
Snowfall is at an amazingly low level this winter# At the end 
of October we had recorded a total of 7*3 inches * on this date 
a year ago the total was 3^*9 inches. However, this still was
enough to put us ahead of the recond winter of 1950-51 which 
only had 6.7 inches of snow at the end of October, ihose of 
you already thinking of the Snowoff Contest next spring are 
cautioned net to ^ump to early conclusions.
Good News - we found one last, lonely babysitter still in the 
area. She lives at the gravel plant and her name is Gertie. pCC/v7/


